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We investigate the acousto-optic coupling, based on both photo-elastic and opto-mechanical

mechanisms, in periodic structures with simultaneous photonic and phononic band gaps. The

investigations are focused on a cavity defect in which the strong confinement of acoustic and optic

waves enhances the interaction. We calculate the modulation of each photonic mode frequency by

each phononic mode confined in the cavity. We compare the strength for the photo-elastic and

opto-mechanical effects in the different cases. Both mechanisms can be in phase or out of phase

and produce additive or subtractive effects in the total acousto-optic coupling. VC 2012 American
Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4744539]

Artificial periodic structures enable the design of materi-

als that exhibit band gaps for photons or phonons, the so

called photonic1,2 and phononic3–5 crystals. One may also

consider the design of a photonic crystal for the near infrared

telecommunication bands that behaves as a phononic crystal

for acoustic waves in the hypersonic range of 1–10 GHz. In

particular, the existence of simultaneous elastic and electro-

magnetic band gaps in the latter frequency ranges have been

studied in the last few years. Maldovan and Thomas6,7 have

shown theoretically that dual photonic and phononic band

gaps can easily be obtained in two-dimensional (2D) square

and hexagonal lattice crystals made of silicon matrix drilled

with air holes. In general, the photonic band gaps are not

absolute but are obtained for either transverse electric TE

(out-of-plane electric field) and transverse magnetic TM (in-

plane electric field) polarizations of the light. The existence

of absolute band gaps has been examined by Bria et al.,8

using the anisotropy of the dielectric matrix in sapphire in

the microwave regime. Sadat-Saleh et al.9 have studied the

gaps dependence on size of the pattern added in the unit cell

and its impact on the existence of simultaneous band gaps.

Dual phononic-photonic (also called phoXonic) crystals

as well as opto-mechanical structures are of great interest as

they allow integrated devices with enhanced acousto-optic

interaction. Opto-mechanical effects in crystal slabs that sus-

tain both optical and mechanical excitations have been

widely studied during the last few years.10–13 Periodic slabs

containing linear and cavity defects14–16 in which the con-

finement of both excitations or the existence of slow modes

can allow the enhancement of phonon-photon interaction

have also been reported. Finally, some papers are dealing

with the possibility of enhanced phonon-photon interaction

in one-dimensional strip waveguides.10,17,18

The above structures pave the way towards efficient and

fast control of photons by phonons in compact phoXonic

structures. It is expected that the high level of energy con-

finement in these structures enhances photo-elastic and opto-

mechanic coupling phenomena. Indeed, an acoustic wave

induces a variation of the refractive index due to the elastic

strain (the well-known Pockels effect19) and elastic energy

confinement will lead to a strengthened index variation. In

addition, when the electromagnetic energy is trapped in a

high quality cavity, the mechanical displacement of the cav-

ity boundaries modulates the resonant frequency of the opti-

cal cavity.20

In this letter, we investigate the modulation of an optical

wave through the photo-elastic and opto-mechanic effects in

a phoXonic cavity. More precisely, we study the dependence

of the optical cavity eigenmodes on the spatial distribution

and symmetry of the acoustical modes. We show that the

strength of the acousto-optic interaction depends on the

choice of the acoustic and optic modes of the cavity. More-

over, the photo-elastic and opto-mechanical effects can con-

tribute differently and, in particular, act in phase or out of

phase. The results presented in this paper are computed using

the finite element method (FEM) for a 2D square lattice crys-

tal consisting of infinite air holes in a silicon matrix. We first

describe the phoXonic structure and the acousto-optic inter-

action implementation. Then, the most significant results are

presented and discussed followed by some general

conclusions.

A prerequisite for the search of cavity modes is the exis-

tence of band gaps in both photonic and phononic defect free

crystals (without cavity). Indeed wide band gaps promote the

likelihood of simultaneous confinement of acoustical and op-

tical modes. Previous studies6,21 of 2D crystals consisting of

holes in a silicon matrix indicate that a ratio of the radius r
of the cylinders to the lattice period a around 0.48 seems to

be a good candidate. This ratio corresponds to a filling factor

f (defined as f¼ pr2/a2) of 0.72. It shows simultaneous com-

plete and sufficiently large band gaps for acoustic modes

composed of mixed shear and longitudinal vibrations in the

x-y plane (in-plane vibrations) as well as for TE and TM

optical polarizations.

We create a cavity in the perfect crystal by removing

one hole. Then, the acoustic and optical eigenfrequencies

and eigenvectors of the cavity are calculated using the super-

cell method.7,20 A 7� 7 super-cell provides a good
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compromise between the accuracy of the results and a rea-

sonable computation time. It appears that TM optical modes

display better energy confinement than TE modes. So, in this

paper, we will concentrate on the phonon-photon interaction

involving the TM optical cavity modes.

When a localized acoustic mode of the cavity is excited,

the frequencies of the optical TM modes undergo a modula-

tion around their values for the unperturbed cavity. Two

coexisting mechanisms, involving the local variation of the

dielectric permittivity, are responsible of this acousto-optic

effect: the photo-elastic and the opto-mechanical effects.

The former is due to the acoustic strain via the Pockels

effect,18,22 whereas the latter takes into account the dynamic

motion of the silicon-vacuum boundaries around the

holes.13,20

We use a quasi-static approximation to characterize the

acousto-optic interaction. This is justified by the fact that the

optical frequency x is by several order of magnitude higher

than the acoustical frequency X. So, we re-calculate the opti-

cal cavity modes at several selected instants of an acoustical

period, the acoustic mode profile being frozen at these

instants.

Concerning Pockels effect, we determine the variation

of the relative permittivity Deij corresponding to each frozen

strain distribution. Considering the m3m symmetry of silicon

and the in-plane (i.e., x-y plane) acoustic modes in our 2D

structure, the Deij are given by,18

De11 ¼ �e2ðS1p11 þ S2p12Þ
De22 ¼ �e2ðS1p12 þ S2p11Þ
De33 ¼ �e2ðS1p12 þ S2p12Þ
De12 ¼ De21 ¼ �e2S6p44

De13 ¼ De23 ¼ De31 ¼ De32 ¼ 0;

(1)

where the pab are the material photo-elastic constants and Sb

the acoustic strain according to Voigt notations. As concerns

the opto-mechanical effect, we simply recalculate the eigenm-

odes for successive frozen deformations of the structure ge-

ometry during one acoustic period. For silicon, we have used

the following values of the photo-elastic parameters:

p11 ¼ �0:1, p12 ¼ 0:01, and p44 ¼ �0:051.23 The other used

material parameters are: the mass density q¼ 2331 kg/m3, the

three independent stiffness coefficients c11¼ 16.57� 1010,

c12¼ 6.39� 1010, and c44¼ 7.962� 1010 N/m2, the optical re-

fractive index n¼ 3.46 and the transverse velocity of sound

vt¼ 5840 m/s (Ref. 23) in silicon.

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate the eigenfrequencies of the

cavity modes in the band diagrams together with the corre-

sponding mode profiles respectively for the acoustic field

and the TM polarized optic field. Due to the band folding in-

herent to the supercell approach, the band structure appears

somewhat dense in the propagative region. For clarity, these

figures are mainly restricted around the band gaps region

whose edges have been delimited by black dashed lines.

Also, they are drawn only along one of the high symmetry

directions (CX) of the irreducible Brillouin zone since the

branches associated with localized modes are flat and inde-

pendent of the wave vector. We label these cavity modes in

ascending order using capital letters for the phononic modes

and lowercase Greek letters for the TM optical modes.

As shown in Figure 1, six phononic eigenfrequencies

are located in the forbidden band-gap and the corresponding

mode profiles display a good confinement inside the cavity.

As expected, the main deformation introduced by each of the

confined acoustic mode is essentially localized inside and in

the vicinity of the cavity. For instance, mode A appears

essentially as a shear strained mode where the cavity is

twisted back and forth during an acoustic period

(0<Xt< 2p where t is the time). Concerning the mode B,

its time evolution results in a deformation of the cavity in

such a way that one of its diagonals is stretched and the other

contracted during one half of the acoustic period. Then, in

the next half-period the stretched diagonal becomes con-

tracted and vice versa. During each half acoustic period, the

mode labeled C initially of almost square shape is alterna-

tively expanded along one of its side lengths and contracted

in the other. We also notice a marked distortion at the four

cavity corners. The modes, D and E, are degenerate and their

distribution profiles are orthogonal. Finally, the time evolu-

tion of the mode labeled F shows to be essentially a breath-

ing mode without too much distortion of the cavity shape.

Considering the TM modes, three of them are relatively

well confined as shown in Figure 2. The first one a is a single

mode followed by two degenerated modes b and c. The next

FIG. 1. Eigenfrequencies of the six acoustic cavity modes in the band struc-

ture and the maps of their displacement fields in the x-y plane. For each cav-

ity mode, the blue arrows indicate the displacement field vector ~u ¼ ðux; uyÞ
for specific spatial positions in the silicon cavity.

FIG. 2. Eigenfrequencies of the TM optical cavity modes and the maps of

their magnetic field Hz.
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modes d and e are also degenerate but less localized than the

former modes. This results in a small lift of their degeneracy

in the band structure plot due to a weak interaction between

cavities in the neighboring cells.

We have calculated the acousto-optic interaction

between the above localized phonons and photons. In this

work, we analyze the interaction of the acoustic modes B

and F with the non degenerate optical mode a and the doubly

degenerate modes b and c. Indeed, these cases provide the

strongest interaction and cover at the same time the main va-

riety of situations that can be met. For each acoustic mode,

we fix the maximum of the deformation in the cavity at 1%

and calculate the modulation of the TM optical modes during

one acoustic period (0<Xt< 2p). The results are presented

in Figure 3. In order to compare the strength of both acousto-

optic mechanisms, we present on the same figure their indi-

vidual contributions calculated independently (green and

blue curves for photo-elastic and opto-mechanical effects,

respectively) together with the overall results when both

effects are taken into account at the same time (red curves).

Also, thick and thin lines have been used to distinguish

between the time evolution of the eigenfrequencies of the

two degenerate modes b and c.

We notice that the acoustic modes B and F have qualita-

tively different effects on the optic modes. The breathing

acoustic mode F produces an almost sinusoidal modulation

of each of the optical modes a, b and c, while the degeneracy

of the latter modes is conserved. In contrast, the modulation

of the optic mode a by the acoustic mode B resembles the

square of a sinusoidal function (or equivalently a sinusoid

with frequency of 2X instead of X). The evolution of modes

b and c displays the shape of a slightly distorted sinusoidal

function and their degeneracy is lifted.

Symmetry considerations associated to the perturbation

theory provide a simple interpretation of these results.20 To

give a better insight into the time evolution of the acoustic

modes B and F, we show in Figure 4 the maps of their dis-

placement fields at the time Xt¼ p/2. Since the mode F con-

serves the symmetry of the cavity, it will not lift the

degeneracy of the optical modes. The breathing character of

this mode will change the volume of the cavity and, in turn,

the frequencies of the optical modes will increase or decrease

during the contraction and dilatation of the cavity, respec-

tively. As concerns the acoustic mode B, the symmetry of its

displacement field with respect to the symmetry axes of the

cavity is such that the first order acousto-optic perturbation

vanishes for the optic mode a, thus resulting in a second

order effect that manifests itself in the square sinusoidal

function of the modulation curve in Fig. 3(a). On the other

hand, there is a first order correction on the frequencies of

modes b and c but in this case, the second order effect is not

negligible and produces a flattening of the sinusoidal curve

FIG. 3. Modulations of the TM modes a,

b, and c frequencies by the acoustic

modes B and F. The figures present the

oscillations of the a (upper panels) and

b, c (lower panels) modes as a function

of Xt during one period of the acoustic

mode. The left and right panels give

respectively the results for the B and F

acoustic modes. The red-solid curves

represent the end results when both

interaction mechanisms are taken into

consideration while blue-dashed and

green-dashed-dotted lines stand respec-

tively for opto-mechanic and photo-

elastic effects acting alone. In the lower

panels, thin and thick lines differentiate

the two degenerate modes b and c.

FIG. 4. Spatial distribution of the total in-plane acoustic displacement in the

cavity for modes B and F, respectively, at Xt¼p/2 in a 7� 7 supercell. To

illustrate the opto-mechanical effect, the structure deformation has been

oversized in the entire domain. The background represents the unperturbed

structure.
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as the superposition of a sine and a squared sine function of

Xt. Also, the symmetry of the original cavity is broken caus-

ing the lifting of the degeneracy of the optical frequencies.

In the presence of the acoustic mode B, the new eigenmodes

are hybrid optical modes, i.e., linear combination of the

unperturbed modes b and c. The profiles of these resulting

hybrid modes which we label b0 and c0, are given in Figure 5.

In the present case, these linear combinations are found to be

very close to a simple superposition: b 6 c.

Concerning the strength of the two acousto-optic mecha-

nisms, one can notice that the opto-mechanical effect is pre-

dominant in all the cases considered here, although both

effects are of the same order of magnitude. Obviously, when

the two effects are taken into account the computed results

for the combined effects are somewhat different from a sim-

ple addition or subtraction of their individual contributions.

When the cavity is perturbed by the acoustic mode F, the

two effects are in phase and strengthen the acousto-optic

interaction as can be seen in Figure 3 for the phononic/pho-

tonic pairs (F, b� c) and (F, a). In contrast, the two effects

are out of phase for the pairs (B, b� c). Finally in the case of

the pair (B, a), the photo-elastic effect alone is negligible

even at the second order.

In conclusion, we present the study of the acousto-optic

effects in silicon phoXonic crystals. We evaluate the impact

of the perturbation introduced by an acoustic mode confined

in a cavity on the optical modes localized in this same cavity.

The choice of the two interacting modes turns to have a

strong impact on the modulation of the optical mode fre-

quencies, i.e., their response to the acoustic perturbation. An

interpretation of the different encountered situations is given

based on symmetry considerations and the theory of pertur-

bations. Also, for the chosen examples, we observe that the

opto-mechanic effect is the predominant interaction mecha-

nism and, depending on the interacting modes profiles, opto-

mechanic and photo-elastic mechanisms can either sustain

each other or on the contrary display counteracted effects.
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